
rather than South Italian origin for these arulae. The 
choice of subjects for decorating them is more difficult 
to explain, and remains puzzling. They were obviously 
used as incense burners in household shrines, but why 
there should be this sudden burst of popularity all over 
the Greek world40 remains obscure. The only thing 
which is clear is that the same class of artisans did work 
on both the relief bowls and altars, and they therefore 
drew upon a single repertory of scenes for both. 

C. E. VAFOPOULOU-RICHARDSON 

Jesus College, Oxford 
40 See above n. 22. 

The Arabic version of Galen's 
De Elementis Secundum Hippocratem 

The following notes are the outcome of a study of 
Hunain's translation of Galen's treatise De Elementis 
Secundum Hippocratem.1 As we have remarked in 
connection with the translations of the De Sectis ad eos 
qui introducuntur, JHS xcviii (1978) 167, and of the Ars 
Parva, JHS ci (1981) 145, we have found Hunain's 
versions in general very accurate. The most important 
apparent divergences from the Greek texts of Helm- 
reich and of Kiihn are set out below, the most 
interesting being, perhaps, the reference to Diodorus as 
well as Leucippus in ch. 2, where Galen contrasts the 
theory he ascribes to the followers of Epicurus (that 
atoms are unbreakable because of their hardness) with 
that which he attributes to the followers of Leucippus 
(in the Arabic version to Diodorus and Leucippus), 
namely that the atoms are indivisible because of their 
smallness. 

Abbreviations: H: Helmreich; K: Kiihn; abbreviations 
for codices as in Helmreich. 

Booki 
H I. 5 f., K 414.6 els Tags lacts omitted from Arabic 

version. 
H 2.3, K 414.I4 TrotS afTrot omitted from Arabic 

version. 
H 2.25, K 416.3 After the sentence that ends Kal rTrv 

Svvautv, the Arabic adds 'and he has simply aimed at 
the destruction of what is claimed concerning the 
business of the element [which is] one in form and 
power'. 

H 4.2-4, K 417.I5 ff. H square-bracketed orrEp to 
roovop,a. But Arabic has 'and it [the essence] is what 
he calls the thing in truth'. This suggests that Hunain 
had a text in which some explanation of the term 
(EDr was given (though his version attempts no 
rendering of the etymology of ErErj from rEdov). 

H 4.8 if., K 418.4 ff. Arabic adds explanations: 'for he 
called the indivisible bulks "one thing" because they 
all, in his opinion, are of one form; and he called the 
void the absence of the one, because it is also not an 
existing thing.' 

H 4.I2, K 418.9 Arabic has a6vprravra, square- 
bracketed by H. 

We wish once again to express our warmest thanks to Dr 
Malcolm Lyons of Pembroke College, Cambridge, who has again 
most generously offered his invaluable advice on many points of 
interpretation. Needless to add, any errors that remain are entirely our 
own responsibility. 
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H 5.2, K 419.1 Where the Greek text has o'i 7rTpL rTO 

AEVKtL7nrOV alone as exemplification of those who 
believed the atoms to be aTraO-r on account of their 
being indivisible because of their smallness, the 
Arabic has 'as was claimed by Diodorus and Leu- 
cippus'. 

H 6.20, H 42I.12 Where the Greek has o TpwOtls 
(presumably the individual who has been pierced, 
although previously this had been referred to simply 
as /cov, H 6.7, H 420.15, K 6.I5, H 421.6, and cf. H 
8. I, K 423. 4), the Arabic has 'the two [viz indivisible 
particles] are immune from feeling and from pain'. 

H 7.16, K 423.5 71 Tls TOVTO TrpoUaLTat Aoytotlaog; is 
omitted from Arabic version. 

H 8.18 f., K 424.15 ff. There is no trace of O1VKOVV OV ' 
egs aTaOCwv O' ia,a Kat dvataOrwcov EYXWped 
aTOlXE?lJ)V elvac To aTar0qrtlKov in the Arabic version. 
In the Arabic it is only composition from elements 
that are ahraOrj but that are sensible that is ruled out, 
i.e. H 8.I9-20, K 424.17 ff. 

H 8.25, K 425.6 Where the Greek has ras 

6oLoto/pepEtas, the Arabic version has 'identical 
indivisible parts' (Galen is dealing with atoms here, 
not Aristotelian homoeomeries). 

H 9.5, K 425.12 H square-bracketed XP7j (in K). Arabic 
has 'must'. 

H 10.14, K 428.I Arabic has 'by experience and reason' 
where Greek has only TCr Aody. 

H 11.13, K 429.7 One Arabic MS supports AEVKa (K), 
the other rrvppc (H). 

H 12.15 f., K 430.15 f. The Arabic appears to take Lt' 
jAov with KEpavvvpi'vwv (as in K) rather than with 
daAAotovuJLvocv (as in H) and has one word ('trans- 
formed') for ptEraflaAA6ovrw (or iLETrafaAAopLevcov) 
and aAAotovUp'vWv. 

H i6. f., K 435.9 f. Arabic omits Kat rrltcar rTrv 
oovcav 7rrapaaX'OaL Tr) Ao'yco. 

H 16.16, K 436.8 After TrpoiKEiTO, the Arabic adds- 
what may be intended as an alternative-'no less 
than the exposition of the first by the method of 
demonstration in (all) clarity'. 

H 17.I6 f., K 438.1 Arabic appears to read 6 avOpwoos 
square-bracketed by H. 

H 18.i8, K 439.7 Arabic appears to read aAA7jAols 
deleted by H. 

H 19.1, K 439.8 Arabic appears to read rTO v TE Kal TO 
7rav deleted by H. 

H 19.4, K 439. 10 f. Arabic has nothing corresponding to 
tzoOvov / ,o'vov-nor at H 20.3, K 440.6, though it 
has it at H I9.IO, K 439.16. 

H I9.I3, K 440.3 f. Arabic appears to read ev Eov (with 
K) rather than eveov (with H). 

H 21.6, K 441.7 Where the Greek has 'neither air ... nor 
fire', one Arabic MS omits 'nor fire', the other has 
'nor water'. 

H 21.9 ff., K 44I.IO fS. The Arabic has the same lacuna 
after XpeeaOat / KEXprlaOat as in the Greek MSS, 
where H restores after Hippocrates. 

H 22.I2, K 442.9 Arabic adds 'in spite of their 
obscurity'. 

H 24.8, K 445.6 f. Like K, the Arabic reads A'yovat 8e 
ov rT avta here as well as at H 24.6, K 445.4 f. 

H 25.7, K 446.8 Arabic appears to read ont (with K) 
rather than orT (with H). 

H 28.5, K 450.7 f. Arabic adds 'or earth': 'man is not in 
his totality of air or earth by itself'. 
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that that our substance is not one in form and not 
unreceptive of the impression', i.e. aAAa Jir7v 
adyov,tev, oVTe ,uLa apa rT etoos ovYe arta6rs eUaTlv 
/cq v 7 ova(a, which H notes in M but thought 'in 
contextum temere inlata'. 

H 52. 16, K 484. I6 Arabic has nothing corresponding to 
/LaAaKov here, though 'soft' at H 52.14 (K 484.I5). 

H 55.6, K 488.4 Arabic omits ELTe rTept arTOLXELco 

(which might indeed be thought inappropriate; see H 
55.0o, K 488.8). 

Book ii 
H 59.6, K 494.I Arabic adds 'to the womb' here; cf. H 

60.5-6, K 495.7 EK TOV rrapa rT7S p/rjTpos aiLaro0 
ElS Trvr)v qr7TpaV lOVTOS. 

H 60.9, K 495.Io Arabic has 'finer' or 'thinner', where 
Greek has vyporepov, though we expect the converse 
of 7TaXVTEpov (H 60.8, K 495.9 f.), i.e. possibly 
Ae7TrrrT pov, cf. AErrTOV at H 60. 17, K 496. I (K's Latin 
version has 'tenuius'). 

H 62.6, K 498.6 Arabic explains AEvKoK,AEylaartav: 
'and that is the fleshy dropsy'. 

H 66.20, K 504.I4 f. Arabic reads Ka-ra rT 
'AaKAr77Trd8/qv (with K), square-bracketed by H. 

H 67.22, K 506.8 Arabic omits rcov larpcov re Kat 
ck VcnKCV. 

Note on Arabic MSS 

The two Arabic manuscripts of which we have used 
the microfilms are, respectively, the last of the set 
collectively known as MS I075 of the Garrett Collec- 
tion of the Library of the University of Princeton, and 
MS Arabe 2847 of the Bibliotheque Nationale of Paris. 

On the set belonging to the Garrett Collection we 
have published a note in JHS xcviii (1978) I69. The 
present treatise is the last in this set and belongs to those 
copied in A.H. 572 (A.D. 1176/7). 

The copy of our treatise which belongs to the MS 
Arabe 2847 has a colophon stating that it was finished in 
the month of Safar of the year 614, corresponding 
approximately to A.D. 1217. Somewhat surprisingly, 
the colophon also states that the copy was made in 
Jerusalem. 

The two MSS, as is usual, complement one another 
and there seems to be no reason tojudge one better than 
the other. We wish to thank cordially the Librarians in 
Paris and in Princeton for their kindness in sending us 
the microfilms. Our thanks are also due to Mr Bye, of 
the Photographic Department of the Library of the 
University of Cambridge, for his care in preparing 
enlargements from the microfilms. 

J. S. WILKIEt 
G. E. R. LLOYD 

Cambridge 

H 30.6, K 453.8 Arabic has 'cold' for vortSo. 
H 30.2I, K 454.6 Arabic omits ro/iS y7 vowv exovauv. 
H 31.1, 4, K 454.II, 14 Arabic may have read 

aVa,.LLtV7)qKerCT ae twice. 
H 3 I.9, K 455.14 Arabic supports 7roV oAov bvro6 (H) 

rather than -rcv ,AAwov kVT-cjV (K). 
H 33.19, K 458.o0 Arabic omits Xdvbpov. 
H 35.I5, K 46I.3 Arabic adds 'moist and dry' after 'hot 

and cold' (with 1). 
H 35.I8, K 461.7 Arabic apparently omits )Xpo'v. 
H 35.19, K 461.8 Arabic has 'snow' for KVKVOV. 
H 36. 8 f., K 462.13 f. Arabic omits 7TrErepaa,Elva at I8, 

but adds it at 19 (cf. K's Latin version at 462.14,finita 
quatuorque elementa). 

H 36.23, K 463.3 Arabic has 'cold' for Greek vypov. 
H 38.2, K 464.14 f. Arabic reads Bep/Lov ovouadELtv (as 

K, square-bracketed by H) and also KaOaTrep rT 

faAavedov (K, deleted by H). 
H 38.3, K 464.16 Arabic favours EidaOopLev (K) rather 

than ElCo0a!Lev (H). 
H 39.6 ff., K 466.14 f. Where the Greek has KaTa ELEv 

yap Trrv rE7TKpdrraTaUV VypOv 1Ev 7q adp, o6 ovSpos 
be ivXpo'v, the Arabic has: 'Then as to dominance, it 
is said that flesh is moist; and cartilage dry; and flesh is 
hot and cartilage cold.' An omission may be 
suspected from the Greek text. 

H 40.I5, K 468.14 As in K, the second example (after 
fire) in Arabic is earth as cold and dry (not water, cold 
and wet). 

H 42.25, K 471.16 Arabic adds 'almost' to 'simple' 
(EAtLKptvea'). 

H 43.21, K 473.4 Arabic omits -rEAEWS. 
H 44.20, K 474.7 Arabic appears to omit evavcta: 'as for 

that which takes the place of what has become 
deficient, that is not a quality, but it must be 
something most like the substance that was there 
before ... .'. This suggests a Greek text as in CLOV 

o0TorT77S /LEV OVK EaTrv-leaving the subject of 

avaTrAr7povaa to be understood. Compare also the 

sequel which states that what replenishes is a 
substance, EK TLVOS ovaota, H 44.23, K 474. 10, 
ovaiav, H 44.24, K 474.11 f. 

H 46.3 f., K 476.5 f. To s 7TLKparo0VTrV ('that they 
be predominant') Arabic adds 'in what we take as 
food'. 

H 46.8-12, K 476.1I-14 Arabic has all four examples, 
hot, cold, dry and moist, where Greek has only the 
first three. 

H 47.8, K 477.15 Arabic omits ,6vov, and gives the 
sense 'not qualities but elements' rather than 'notjust 
qualities, but elements' (as in Greek). 

H 50.20, K 482.5 Arabic has ITVKVOV and either dpatov 
or ,uavov where K has rVKVOV and 'tavov, and H has 
all three. 

H 52.6, K 484.6 After 7 ovana, Arabic continues: 'and 
we have found ourselves suffering, so it follows from 
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